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By Dave Powell

The Confederate Army of Northern Virginia
began its Retreat from Gettysburg on July 4,
1863. Following General Robert E. Lee's failure
to defeat the Union Army at the Battle of
Gettysburg (July 1–3, 1863), he ordered a
retreat through Maryland and over the Potomac
River to relative safety in Virginia.
The Union Army of the Potomac, commanded
by Maj. Gen. George G. Meade, was unable to
maneuver quickly enough to launch a significant
attack on the Confederates, who crossed the
river on the night of July 13–14.
Confederate supplies and thousands of
wounded men proceeded over South Mountain
through Cashtown in a wagon train that
extended for 15–20 miles, enduring harsh
weather, treacherous roads, and enemy cavalry
raids.

_______________________________

www.mchenrycivilwar.com

Come join us in debating and discussing this
Topic on: Saturday July 25th. 10 to noon.

LINCOLN / DAVIS CWRT
Tuesday July 21, 2015: Presentation
The Country House Restaurant
5400 West 127 TH Street
Alsip, Illinois 60803

on a full-time basis for five years. During this
program, Mr. Stavlo will discuss the evolution of
firearms during the Civil War from flintlocks and
outdated technology during the beginning of the war
to the modern self-contained cartridge and repeating
rifle used at the end. His talk will be illustrated by
original display pieces and images.

Songs of the Civil War

By Max & Donna Daniels
KANKAKEE VALLEY CWRT
July, 2015: NO Presentation

MCCWRT DISCUSSION GROUP
AT THE PANERA BREAD COMPANY
6000 NORTHWEST HIGHWAY
CRYSTAL LAKE, ILLINOIS

Saturday July 25, 2015: Discussion
TOPIC OF THE DAY

10:00 A.M. TO 12:00 NOON

LAKE COUNTY CWRT
July, 2015: NO Presentation

NORTHERN ILLINOIS CWRT
July, 2015: NO Presentation

WAUKEGAN HISTORICAL
SOCIETY
1917 Sheridan Road
Waukegan, Illinois

The Lincoln Assassination:
150 Years Ago
A new exhibit The Lincoln Assassination: 150
Years Ago explores the local reaction to the news
as well as unique ways that Waukegan is
connected to Abraham Lincoln.
Admission is Free and the museum is open as
follows:
Tuesdays and Thursdays (10:00am-4:00pm)
Saturdays (1:00pm-4:00pm).

KENOSHA CIVIL WAR MUSEUM
5400 1st Ave, Kenosha, WI 53140
(262) 653-4141

SALT CREEK CWRT
July, 2015: NO Presentation

Open Monday thru Friday 10:00am to 5:00pm
Saturday 10:00am – 5:00pm
Sunday 12:00 – 5:00 pm

Exhibits Now on Display:
GRAUE MILL MUSEUM
OAKBROOK, ILLINOIS

Civil War Journey:

Sunday July 26, 2015: Presentation
June 1 – August 20, 2015

By Leslie Goddard
SOUTH SUBURBAN CWRT
July, 2015:NO Presentation

Eyewitness accounts and images from the memoir
of Union soldier, cartographer, and Confederate
prisoner of war Robert Knox Sneden are
showcased in 45 watercolor maps and drawings
that provide a unique and mesmerizing
perspective on the Civil War

Second Friday
Lunchbox Lecture Series:
CWRT OF CHICAGO
July 12, 2015: NO Presentation

July 10, 2015; Noon-1pm

By David Stavlo.

Gunsmith David Stavlo has been buying, selling,
repairing, and restoring original Civil War-era firearms

Saturday, July 25, 2015; 1pm
Performed by the Battlefield Balladeers
Acoustic instruments bring to life the songs of
the Blue and Gray. Each selection begins with
an explanation of why the song was popular
or important using quotes of Abraham Lincoln,
Robert E. Lee, Frederick Douglass, Mary
Chestnut, and Mark Twain.
The audience is encouraged to sing along and
clap as the Battlefield Balladeers celebrate the
pageantry and music of America’s Civil War.
This is a free program sponsored by the
Milwaukee Civil War Round Table and Iron
Brigade Association.
_________________________________________

MCCWRT REVIEW OF THE JUNE
A
PRESENTATION BY
ROBERT GIRARDI
The MCCWRT was honored to have Robert
Girardi as guest speaker for our June meeting,
Mr. Girardi enjoys a growing reputation as a
Civil War historian.
His recent book, The Civil War Generals,
received critical acclaim when it was published
in 2013.
Robert’s current project – and the subject of a
forthcoming book – is Major General
Gouverneur K. Warren.
According to Mr. Girardi, Warren has received
a bad rap from history, largely through the
writings of Generals Grant and Sherman and
their apologists. Walt Whitman wrote that “the
real Civil War will never be known.” It could
also be said that the real Gen. Warren may
never be known.
Warren, who was born in New York in 1830,
graduated second in his Class of 1850 from
West Point. As a topographical engineer he
helped map the northern Great Plains and in
doing so acquired a number of natural history
artifacts that now reside in the Smithsonian.
When the Civil War broke out Warren returned
east and, according to Mr. Girardi, participated
in every major battle in the eastern theatre.
He demonstrated dedication to duty and selfreliance. At Gettysburg on the second day, he
recognized the hole on the Union’s far left and
directed troops to fill the gap. For this he
received the nickname “Savior of Little Round
Top.”

GRIEF, FEAR, GLEE:
Warren was promoted to corps command by
General Meade and served successfully
under commanders such as Hooker, Pope,
Burnside, McClellan, and Butler.
Review of "Mourning Lincoln" by NYU
historian Martha Hodes

He was held in high esteem within the army
and served as a corps commander for 22
months.
At Chancellorsville he acted as the “eyes
and ears” – and also the brains? – for
Hooker and mapped the whole area.
According to Girardi, on almost every
occasion when given an independent
command he got the job done.
Yet, after the Battle of Five Forks in April of
1865 he was relieved of command by
General Philip Sheridan and with the
blessing of Gen. Grant.
Why? Basically, Grant and Sheridan did not
like Warren.
Grant said he had discovered a “defect” in
Warren – he would only act when forced to
do so. Sheridan did not even want the 5th
Corps at Five Forks and claimed – falsely –
that Warren wasn’t even on the battlefield.
Sheridan even attempted to prevent Warren
from gaining redress. He had eight days to
file an official report and failed to do so.
Historians and Union officers writing their
memoirs have also blindly followed the
Grant-Sheridan story line on Warren.

CIVIL WAR TIMELINE
FOR

July 7, 1865
Secretary of War Edwin Stanton orders
Union troops to stand guard at Ford's
Theater to prevent it from reopening
following the assassination of President
Abraham Lincoln.

July 7, 1865
Conspirators Lewis Payne, George A.
Atzerodt, David Herold and Mary Surratt are
hung in Washington, D. C. for the
assassination of President Lincoln

July 13, 1865
President Andrew Johnson appoints William
Marvin provisional governor of Florida.
___________________________________

David Jordan in his biography of Warren,
with the significant title, Happiness Is Not
My Companion, accepted the common
notion that he was cautious, argumentative,
and a nitpicker.
Colonels Lyman and Wainright criticized
Warren’s personality, not his generalship.
The reporter, Charles A. Dana, a gossip and
“toady” of Grant, also sullied his character.
Joshua L. Chamberlain also criticized him.
One man who did admire Warren was
Washington Roebling, the future builder of
the Brooklyn Bridge. Col. Roebling assisted
Warren in plugging the hole on the Union
left on the second day at Gettysburg. He
was also married to the General’s sister,
Emily.
What was the real problem? Undoubtedly, it
was his personality. Girardi maintains that
he was usually the “smartest guy in the
room and he let you know it.” Some
referred to him as “Warren the Preacher.”
Also, he had the temerity to criticize both
Grant and Sheridan.
Warren was eventually exonerated for his
action at Five Forks by a Court of Inquiry,
but the decision was not announced to the
public until a few months after his death in
1882.
Robert W. Frenz
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National reactions to great tragedy often
seem captured in history-ready scenes.
A president with a bullhorn, pledging
vengeance in front of the rubble. A 3-yearold standing in salute, watching his slain
father’s coffin go by. These images simplify
and unify, replacing the mess of conflicting
emotions that national traumas invariably
produce. Martha Hodes prefers the mess.
The assassination of Abraham Lincoln, 150
years ago this month, has its own sacred
texts, with Walt Whitman’s “When Lilacs
Last in the Dooryard Bloom’d” and “O
Captain! My Captain!” foremost among
them. But Hodes, a historian at New York
University, has collected many more.
“Mourning Lincoln” draws on letters and
diaries written by Americans during the
spring and summer of 1865. Together, they
offer an intimate, bracing account of a
people who, still grappling with the
conclusion of a brutal war, experienced the
murder of the victors’ standard-bearer.
For Union supporters, the news of Lincoln’s
shooting struck as their celebrations and
parades had barely ended. In a single day,
one woman wrote, “the sun rose upon a
nation jubilant with victory” and set “upon
one plunged in deepest sorrow.” One soldier
told his parents of his sadness that Lincoln
was killed just when peace was going to
“crown his honest and earnest efforts.” In
Virginia, an African American boy, age 5 or
6, asked an adult, “Have I got to go back to
massas?”
The news traveled slowly, taking weeks to
reach some parts of the country, but soon
black trim appeared on the edges of victory
flags, and homes were draped in black-andwhite bunting. “If you have not already
draped our flags with mourning, have it
done,” a husband told his wife.
Those who mourned Lincoln wrote of a
nation overcome by a “universal” grief, but
clearly that grief was not universally felt,
Hodes notes. Among Confederates, the
assassination barely registered compared
with the magnitude of their recent defeat.
“Heard of Lincoln’s death. Mobile &
Columbus lost,” one Confederate officer
wrote in his diary. Similarly, “when a
Confederate woman wrote of the ‘deplorable
events’ of April 14 and 15, she described
how she had watched from her Virginia
porch as Union gunboats landed and
Yankees marched through the streets,”
Hodes writes. They came into her yard, and
eventually her former slaves left with them.
“For her,” Hodes explains, “those events,
not the crime at Ford’s Theatre up in
Washington, were the tragedies.”

A Texas doctor wrote his son-in-law to
express joy at the killing of “the cold hearted
tyrant,” but in general there was little
rejoicing among white Southerners. The
death of their chief antagonist “was nothing
more than a temporary lifting of the
shadows,” Hodes writes. Some feigned
sorrow. A Confederate gunboat sailed with
the American flag at half-mast while in sight
of federal ships, only to hoist the Stars and
Bars moments later. And Sarah Morgan, a
Confederate supporter in New Orleans,
observed that even those who “hated
Lincoln with all their souls” decorated their
homes for fear of retribution. “The more
thankful they are for Lincoln’s death, the
more profusely the houses are decked with
the emblems of woe,” she explained. Some
Confederates were in fact arrested and
jailed for expressing joy at the crime, Hodes
notes, on the theory that they were “virtually
accessories after the fact.”
One of the strengths of Hodes’s work is that
she shows how reactions did not break
down along predictable North-South, RebelYankee lines. More radical abolitionists in
the North, worried at the conciliatory signs in
Lincoln’s second inaugural address (“with
malice toward none, with charity for all”),
took some comfort in his absence, while
some pro-slavery advocates missed him.
“Old Abe with all his apeishness, was a
kind-hearted man and disposed to treat us
generously,” wrote a North Carolina slaveowner.

unfailingly memorable, a 19th-century version of
a cable-news partisan blowhard. Abolitionists
were “pitiful, pettifogging scoundrels” trying to
“out-negro the negro,” he wrote. Lincoln’s killer
was “a great public benefactor.” Top Northern
government officials “ought to have their brains
blown out immediately,” that is, “if they have any
brains.” After a while, I almost expected a
sarcastic “Thanks, Lincoln” to appear in his
writings (though that would be “Lincon,” as
Dorman would purposely misspell it,
emphasizing the leader’s supposed duplicity).
The book’s chapter titles invoke basic feelings of
“Shock,” “Glee” and “Everyday Loss,” and, in
one called simply “God,” the author explores the
religious overtones of the assassination. Its
timing — the president was shot on Good Friday
and died the next morning, with Easter Sunday
preparations well underway — led to stridently
religious interpretations. Lincoln’s death was
God’s will, many argued, though explanations of
that divine intent usually revealed the political
preferences of each believer.
The assassination would compel the nation to
honor Lincoln’s wishes for a peaceful
reconstruction. Or it was punishment for the sin
of slavery, in which both North and South had
been complicit. Or it meant God knew that the
president would have been too lenient on the
Confederates. As more radical mourners
contended, God had taken Lincoln “in order to
alert the victors to the enduring intransigence of
their vanquished enemies,” Hodes writes. “The
assassination had opened the eyes of these
radicals, both black and white, to the necessity
for revolutionary policies following Confederate
defeat on the battlefield, because defeated
Confederates who held political power could still
win the war off the battlefield.”
Abolitionist leader Frederick Douglass captured
the mix of uncertainty and pessimism. “It may
be,” he posited on the day Lincoln died, “that the
blood of our beloved martyr President will be the
salvation of our country.” But a month later, he
was far more concerned about oppressive
Southern laws and the absence of black
suffrage: “In what new skin will the old snake
come forth?”

Hodes returns frequently to Rodney
Dorman, a Jacksonville, Fla., lawyer, proslavery and virulently racist; and Albert and
Sarah Browne, a white married couple in
Salem, Mass., abolitionists and
paternalistically racist. Their recurring letters
and diary entries offer continuity in a book
where the volume of quotes and sources
can overwhelm. Dorman is

Though Dorman and the Browne family are
useful touchstones, some of the most essential
voices of the era — those of African Americans
— are also among the most muted in this book.
In a “Note on Method,” Hodes writes that she
had intended to feature a recurring African
American protagonist but encountered many
obstacles. The archives of men in black Civil
War regiments often belonged to white officers;
the papers of black politicians mainly begin in
the Reconstruction era; and regardless of race,
only people of a certain social and economic
standing possessed the literacy and leisure to
write. But it is still a distorting omission, one
Hodes sought to rectify. “Because black
experiences are central to the story I tell,” she
writes, “I turned to two kinds of sources to
augment the comparatively small number of
personal writings: letters and editorials
published in black newspapers, and the writings
of whites who related black people’s words and
sentiments.”

Despite such shortcomings, this book brings
to mind historian Drew Gilpin Faust’s
masterful “This Republic of Suffering,” which
chronicled how America dealt with the
business of mass death, during and after the
war. (Hodes thanks Faust in her
acknowledgments, calling her “unstintingly
generous.”) Not as epic or elegant as that
work, “Mourning Lincoln” nonetheless
unearths a valuable story, one that shouldn’t
be missed among the glut of Lincoln
anniversary books. It shows that with all
great tragedies, whether dated April 14,
Nov. 22 or Sept. 11, the answer to that most
human question — why? — springs from
one’s closely held biases and dearest
beliefs.
After all, mourning is always more about the
living than the dead.

